Abstract-In this investigation, a non-Markovian batch arrival queue with a single-server and multi-phases vacation has been studied. The multi-phases vacation means that after first phase of regular vacation, the server may take optional K-vacations. At any time when the process of service is started, it will provide service continuously until all the customers are served. But at the moment when there is no queue of customers for the service, the server goes for the first phase of regular vacation. On returning back from vacation, if no customer is found in the system, the server decides to take another vacation, which are optional. We construct Chapman Kolmogorov equations with the help of the supplementary variable technique. For analysis purpose, generating function method is employed. Various performance characteristics and special cases are established. To validate the analytical results, the numerical results and sensitivity analysis have been facilitated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Queueing systems have wide range of applications in the modeling and analysis of manufacturing process, production process, telecommunication, information technology, etc. In single vacation model, the server takes exactly one vacation when the service facility becomes empty. After coming back from vacation, if there is no customer for service, the server goes into inactive mode till the arrival of the customers. Most often in multiple vacation models, as there are no jobs to be served in the system, the server takes a vacation again and again until the customers arrive for service at service facility.
This investigation deals with the study of the behavior of substantial state queueing model for M X /G/1queue accompanied by first regular vacation and K-optional vacations. Our model includes the concept of an additional 'K' phases of vacation period for the queueing system with batch arrival and state dependent rate.
In this study, we apply optional vacation policy for nonMarkovian model wherein the customers arrive in batches. Moreover, state dependent rates are also taken in to consideration. We develop Kolmogorov equations with the help of supplementary variables. Steady state distributions of several states are obtained by implementation of the probability generating function and Laplace transform. In previous study, no such information has been found by considering all assumptions namely optional vacation, bulk arrival and state dependent rates together. One of the simplest examples of such a case can be found at the doctor's clinic, wherein the patients arrive in batches. These patients are served by the doctor one by one. The doctor may go for the essential vacation followed by the optional vacations. The former can be considered as the case when the doctor needs to go for the lunch, which is essential. Furthermore, he may either go for emergency visit or for a personal work in the latter case. Thus this situation can be modeled as bulk queueing system with essential and optional vacations.
The paper is structured in a systematic way as follows: The review of literature is provided in section II, analogous for doing this investigation. The model description along with some notations are provided in section III. In section IV, mathematical model is formulated by which some performance measures are obtained, that may lead to explicit analytical results when solving the rather complicated vacation models. In next section V, some performance measures are given. Some special cases are deduced in section VI. Optimal policy is provided in section VII. Numerical results and sensitivity analysis are provided in section VIII. At last, concluding remarks related to our investigation have been given in section IX.
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In recent past years, vacation models have been the subject of great interest for the queue theorists. There is no need to discuss about the increasing graph of queueing models due to its significant role in performance prediction of various congestion systems with vacation. The vacation queueing model for non-Marovian queueing system was studied by Miller (1964) .
Batch arrival queueing systems have drawn the attention of many researchers. There are several studies on queueing system, which are dedicated to bulk queues accompanied by vacation or multi-vacations. Baba (1986) has done significant work for these models. Hur and Ahn (2005) proposed a queueing model where jobs reached at service facility in group to get service which is non-Markovian. They also used the concept of vacation and multi vacation in their study. Ke (2007) provided operating characteristic of an M X /G/1 queue accompanied by different vacation policy. Manoharan and Sankara (2015) considered an M X /G/1 queueing model in which after coming back from a vacation, the server may go for another optional vacation. Bulk queue with vacation and server breakdown was studied by .
It may happen in several congestion situations that the server is unavailable to the customers over occasional periods of time, during which the server may perform some other auxiliary works such as fixing of tools, file organization, maintenance work on servicing secondary customers, etc. Allowing servers to take vacations makes the queueing models more realistic and flexible in studying real-world queueing situations. Krishna et al. (1998) proposed a multiple vacations batch arrival queue accompanied by N-policy. An analytical approach was applied by Chaudhury (2002 b) to find the consistent state distribution of queueing model at different point of time. A multi vacation bulk queueing model with obsessed arrivals was discussed by Ramaswami (2003, 2004) . M X /G(a,b)/1 system accompanied by more than one vacation by the incorporation of concept Npolicy. Choudhury (2007) We define the hazard rate functions as follows:
In this section, using the supplementary variable as elapsed service time and elapsed vacation times, we develop a queueing system with the help of steady-state differential equation. Let us define the random variable ) (t  which denotes the server's state as follows: 
Now the limiting probabilities are defined as follows:
The governing equations Now, we construct the Kolmogorov forward equations at stationary point of time by using supplementary variables to examine the limiting form of the queueing process as follows:
Here Q 0,0 is the probability of the server being on FRV and no customer present in the system. Here we have some boundary conditions to obtain a solution of the above equations (1)- (4) at x=0.
The normalization condition is given by
Define Laplace-Stieltjes transform of a function F(t) as
To solve the system of equations (1)- (10), we define the following generating functions:
For brevity, we shall use the following notations:
Mathematical analysis In this section we have done some mathematical analysis.
Theorem 1:
The joint generating function of stationary distributions of the process{N(t),t 0  } is given by
)]
Proof: For solving eq. (1), we convert it into the form of generating function by implementation of suitable operations.
Similarly from eqs (2)- (12), we get
On solving eq. (9) and using eq. (4), we get
Solving eqs (18)- (24), we obtain
Using eqs (26)-(29) into eq. (34), we get
Using eqs (22) , (31), (32), (34) in eq. (35), we obtain 
By using eqs (26) and (36), we get eq (13).
Proceeding in similar manner from eqs (22) & (27) and (24) & (29), we get eqs (14)-(16).

Theorem 2:
The marginal generating functions when (i) the server is in busy state, (ii) the server is on first regular and i th (i=1,2,…K) optional vacations, are respectively, given by 
The results given in equations (22)- (27) 
V. Performance Measures
In this section the probabilities for different system states and some of the performance indices with the help of previous result, are established.
(i)
The probability that the server is under busy state. 
Using normalization condition given in eq. (10) 
For brevity of notations, we have used
It is interesting to deduce analytical results in some particular cases by setting appropriate parameters as follows: 
Substituting
In particular, when the jobs reach one by one, so that C(z)=z, eq. (55) becomes
Also, we get
which agrees with the results of Choudhury (2006).
Case II: State dependent batch arrival queue for a nonMarkovian system and OSV policy. 
When the customers arrive singly, by substituting, C(z)=z in eq. (58), we obtain 
In particular case of single arrivals, by substituting C(z)=z, eq. (60) reduces to
Also we get 
VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The numerical results for model developed are validated through numerical experiment. To examine the effect of different parameters on queue length, we elaborate a sensitivity analysis by varying input parameters and r. MATLAB is used for programming purpose. 
, and E(X)=3. It is seen from fig. 2 that by increasing , the queue length increases whereas fig 5 and 6 shows the depletion in queue length with the increased service rate . From figs 2-4, we also examine the increasing pattern of E(L) with the increase in E(X) and which is in agreement with physical situations. 
, EXand for figs 7(a-b), we set parameters as
and E(X)=1,From figs 6(b) and 7(b), it can be seen that as and  increase, the average queue length increases but as Erlangian parameter (r) increases, the queue length decreases. This is a quite remarkable observation that analytical and ANFIS results are at par with each other. From the above illustrations, overall we conclude that the expected number of customers in the system increases remarkably as arrival rate and vacation rate increase. The E(X)=1 E(X)=2 E(X)=3
service rate of the server has significant contributions in lowering down the queue length. Table 1 shows the cost element for different cost sets. Table  2 
IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper an M X /G/1 queue with multi optional vacations and state dependent rates have been studied. For analysis purpose, we apply supplementary variable technique to find the probability generating function of the queueing system, which is further used to establish some performance measures in explicit form. To validate the computational tractability of analytical results, numerical experiment along with sensitivity analysis is performed. We also approximate the performance measures by using a special class of neuro-fuzzy systems, i.e. adaptive Network based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) that can identify parameters by using superposed learning methods. We have incorporated the realistic features of state dependent rates, bulk arrival and optional multi vacation altogether which make our model to deal with more versatile congestion circumstances.
